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That s the basic riff for the whole song, except for one small
chord change that I m too lazy to fugure out,and at the end of =

the song when they turn on the distortion they play  E C and D
and the little 5h7 thing (at the end of the tab).

Lyrics

Mouthful of cavities
your souls a bowl of jokes
ane everyday you remind me
how I m desperately in need

See, I got alot of fiends around
and they re peaking through nothing new
they see you
they see everything you do

Seeing everything on the inside, out

Oh,please give me a little more
and I ll push away those baby blues
 Cause one of these days this will die
so will me and so will you

I write a letter to a friend of mine
I tell him how much I used to love to



watch him smile

See I haven t seen him smile in  a
little while
Haven t seen him smile in a little while

But, I know you re laughin  from the
inside out
Laughin  from the inside out
I know you re laughin  from the
inside out

Laughin  from the inside
from the inside (x3)
from the inside out.
        (copyright Heavy Melon Music)

This is the first time I ve posted anything. I think it s alot =

closer than the   cavities  version I ve found. Please let me
know if it sounds o.k., if you know how to use e-mail, I don t.
Thanks 12/13/95
        from:CN*

 And I can t understand why something good s got to die
before we miss it    -SHANNON HOON
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